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What is SmartArt?
Microsoft® introduced SmartArt® in Office2007® and further enhanced it in Office2010®. It
provides an excellent, easy to use method for creating attractive diagrams and text that convey
memorable messages. Although this document refers to the use of SmartArt within
PowerPoint®, the feature can also be accessed from within Word® and Excel® (with slight
variations in functionality).
With the inclusion of SmartArt, PowerPoint has finally come of age: it’s now a proper,
‘grown up’ business graphics package. Had SmartArt been available when PowerPoint was
launched in 1990, we could quite possibly have avoided more than 20 years of completely
forgettable, turgid, bullet-point driven presentations.
This guide will hopefully wean you off bullet-points and prove that it’s just as easy to
create an image that better communicates your message – and does so in a way that is far more
memorable.
Written for the average business user of PowerPoint, this guide will help someone who
knows how to use the product to make bullet-point slides. If you are a frequent user of
PowerPoint animations and advanced transitions, then this document is unlikely to teach you
anything new.
Specifically, this guide:






Will not make you a PowerPoint whizz-kid
This guide doesn’t explain PowerPoint’s advanced functions (and there are plenty of
them).
Will not make you a graphic designer
Even if you master SmartArt, it’s still possible to produce unattractive slides that don’t
convey their message particularly well. SmartArt primarily makes creating stuff easier. It
doesn’t necessarily make the stuff you create better (see confused thinking below).
Will not clarify your confused thinking
If you don’t have a clear idea as to the essential message you’re attempting to
communicate, SmartArt won’t clarify your jumbled thoughts for you.

PowerPoint is a very powerful product; the full extent of its functionality is rarely seen
on display. Designers who have the flair to create images of great impact are often from an
arts-biased background. Their computing experience tends to lie with programs other than
PowerPoint – programs more attuned to the needs of the artist than the business
communicator.

®

Microsoft, Excel, PowerPoint, Office and SmartArt are either registered trademarks or trademarks of
Microsoft Corporation
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Accessing and using SmartArt
SmartArt is accessing via a button on PowerPoint’s ribbon menu, as shown in Figure 1 below.
Click on the Insert tab and then locate the SmartArt button

Figure 1: Accessing SmartArt
Clicking on the SmartArt button brings up the main SmartArt menu, as shown below.
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Figure 2: The main SmartArt menu
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1. Click the SmartArt button to trigger the main pop-up menu
2. You can choose from eight libraries of templates, (you can also connect on-line, or see
all the templates in one long list). In the example shown, the ‘cycle’ library has been
selected
3. All the templates within the ‘cycle’ library are displayed and in this case the ‘segmented
cycle’ has been selected
4. An illustration and general description of the ‘segmented cycle’ is shown
5. Once you’re happy with your choice of SmartArt, click ‘OK’
Adding content to your chosen graphic could hardly be easier, as illustrated in Figure 3 below.
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Figure 3: Adding SmartArt content and basic formatting
Having selected the ‘segmented cycle’, the above screen appears.
1. Enter your content into this window…
2. …and it appears in the graphic, as you type. Word wrap and font size adjustment are
automatic. In this particular graphic, increasing the number of list items in box 1,
results in more segments being added to the graphic in box 2
3. The menu top left can be used to adjust basic elements of the graphic
4. The drop-down menu provides a choice of ready-made colour swatches
5. Your graphic can be further stylized by using this menu to add bevels, shadows, etc.
6. If you decide that you don’t really like the ‘segmented cycle’ after all, you can use this
menu to move your content to another graphic
7. The SmartArt Tools comprise two tabs – we’re looking at the main ‘Design’ tab at the
moment. We’ll look at the ‘Format’ tab next
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The ‘Format’ tab within SmartArt Tools gives access to the standard formatting tools familiar to
many PowerPoint users. Figure 4 illustrates the application of these tools on part of a ‘segment
cycle’ graphic.
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Figure 4: Further formatting can be achieved via the ‘Format’ tab
1.
2.
3.
4.

The tools shown above are accessed via the ‘Format’ tab, under ‘SmartArt Tools’
I used a combination of the shape tools…
…and text tools…
…to make the changes shown here
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One button switch from bullet-point list to SmartArt graphic
There is an easy way to convert from bullet-point lists to SmartArt graphics. The ‘Convert to
SmartArt’ button does exactly what it says, as illustrated in Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5: Using the ‘Convert to SmartArt’ button to automatically change a bullet-point list into
a SmartArt graphic
1. Select the bullet-point list
2. Click on the ‘Convert to SmartArt’ button, and select your desired graphic, (the example
illustrated is called ‘Basic Cycle’)
3. The SmartArt graphic is produced, with your bullet-point list as content. You can then edit
this graphic as shown in the previous chapter. (All I’ve done in the above example is
change the fill colour (‘Shape Fill’) otherwise it’s as produced by the SmartArt tool)

It could hardly be easier to break away from bullet-point lists and create something with more
visual appeal.
When it comes to communicating a message in a memorable way, SmartArt may not be the
answer to everything – however, it represents a giant leap forward for busy people, with a
rudimentary knowledge of PowerPoint, who want a quick, easy solution.
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Animating SmartArt
The appropriate use of complex transitions and custom animations tends to be preserve of
advanced PowerPoint users. This is a shame, as building up an image visually, in
synchronisation with your spoken message is a very powerful way of memorably
communicating a concept – I wish more people would invest the time in creating an integrated
presentation.
SmartArt graphics possess an in-built animation function. This function is still in need of further
development. That said it does provide an introduction for those who have yet to experience
the richness of custom animation.
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Figure 6: The ‘SmartArt Animation’ feature provides an introduction to animation
1. With your SmartArt graphic selected, click on ‘Animations’.
2. Select the animation you’d like to use – in this case I’ve selected ‘Zoom’.
3. Open the ‘Effect Options’ window. The addition to the normal tabs of ‘Effect’ and
‘Timing’, you’ll also see a new tab called ‘SmartArt Animation’.
The SmartArt Animation Tab
The drop-down menu under the SmartArt Animation tab provides three options as regards how
the animation takes effect:
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As One Object
The SmartArt graphic is treated as a single element and the selected animation is
applied to the entire graphic. (In this case the ‘Zoom’ function would be applied to the
entire picture)
One by One
Each element of the SmartArt graphic is treated as a separate element and the
animation is applied to each element in sequence. (In this case the ‘Zoom’ function
would be applied sequentially to each orange balloon)
All At Once
In a sense, this is a half-way house between the first two animations. The animation
executes as one, however it is applied to each element separately. (In this case all the
orange balloons would appear to ‘Zoom’ simultaneously)

In practice the difference between these three choices can take some getting used to, and so
experimenting is the best way forward. Once you see the differences, you’ll have a much better
idea as to how you can use them.

Active Presence is a niche communications consultancy that
improves B2B communication.
Specialising in Confident Persuasive Presenting and Delivering
Memorable PowerPoint, our bespoke communication programmes
give you the confidence to perform more effectively, outstrip your
competition and win more business. Effective Meeting Facilitation
enables you to better engage while keeping your projects on
schedule and within budget.
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Working from fully equipped studios in NW England and using the
very latest technology, our online learning environment, YouRecall,
provides a unique delivery platform that adds real value to your
organisation in a pragmatic and structured way.
Managing Director, Chris Davidson, is a respected speaker,
broadcaster and author. In 2010 his book, Successful Speaking
Secrets Quick Reference, won the International Book Award in Los
Angeles. With more than 10 years’ experience helping businesses to
better communicate, Chris can provide customised training and
development for all areas of presenting.
Get in touch today for a programme tailored to your needs.
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